
SUMMARY:   I share some of the best news videos of the last few days:  One from W the Intelligence Insider (who 

gives secrets about Obama and Kavanaugh!), one from Robert David Steele which I think everyone should watch, and 

the latest Q material from Praying Medic.  Senator Feinstein says some amazing things (24 years ago!), and Tilton 

shares some fear porn. 

The Newsletter Update Skype room has now been limited to posts only from me, meaning these updates.  So, if you have 

hesitated to go there because of difficulty in finding the updates, that problem should have been resolved.  Posts are still 

in IDC in the evening.  The following link will allow you to join if you are already a Skype member, or get a temporary 24 

hour guest pass if you are not.  https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6  

 

Please feel free to share these newsletters.  They are a product of Global Genius Trust www.ggtrust.com .  Thanks for 

those who send in materials for publication.  You can find these newsletters in Intel Dinar Chronicles each evening, 

and at our Skype room at https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6  

 

AD: For you folks that do not want to continue waiting for the RV/GCR and want to start earning money now, via 

investing your time and/or investing money now.  I invite you to join our forum on www.wire.com  titled: “Project 

Funding NOW”.  We have opportunities where you can potentially earn 33-200% yearly on your investment.  Do not 

have funds to invest?  You can help us find investors.  My wire joel.ggtrust or email me joel@ggtrust.com  or Skype: 

JASEGUROLA  

 

 

Philip Tilton - 1 hr ·  

 

Five hours ago, the high commanders of our military special forces of a state ready to be deployed on Saturday when the 

confirmation of Kavanagh was announced. This is supposed to happen on Saturday. The opposition plans violent riots 

throughout the country, especially in bigger cities. These people are planning attack platoons against high-level people 

during the riots.  

 

Most likely trump will declare martial law for at least 6 weeks. While riots occur, trump will send special operations 

teams to arrest and complete the highest step of the 51,000 accusations to military courts. These will be held in military 

prisons until their fast process of conviction and sentencing of these people all communications can be closed for a 

period of time, including news, telephone service, cell phone service, email, text messages and social networks .  

 

The only communications will come from the white house or the emergency transmission service. As a precautionary 

measure: make sure you have enough food, water and supplies for at least 1 TO 2 weeks, as it is expected to be the 

worst part. Make sure you have money and gasoline on your vehicles. The duration of martial law is expected to be 6 

weeks. 

 

http://dinaresgurus.blogspot.com/2018/10/philip-tupdate-7-oct.html?m=1  

 

 

Nancy Pelosi OPENLY discussed "Smear Campaign tactics" 

Some will say she was reflecting WHAT TO EXPECT FROM the GOP.  

But some say this is actually how she openly COACHES the PRESS to help and participate in a Smear 

Campaign.    

Hard to tell when Pinocchio is your middle name. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4dPcg0oL3xE&feature=youtu.be  (55 secs) 
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Don’t know the source of this one, was sent to me. 

 

 
 



 

Here is a selection of some of the best videos that I have seen recently.  The first three are 

especially highly recommended: 
 

Robert David Steele Talks to Dave of X-22 Report 
I have listened to quite a few RDS talks, but I think I can say that this is the best one for this particular time, and I highly 

recommend that you take the time to listen to it.  He talks about Kavanaugh, what he likes and doesn’t like about him, 

the whole process we have just been through, his plan to recreate the CIA in a very different form, and many other 

subjects.  He agrees with Fulford and others (including Q, as I recall) that the REAL reason for the attacks had nothing to 

do with Roe v Wade, but it was about the authority to hold military tribunals against enemies of the democratically 

elected government.  I do plan to support RDS in his many projects in the near future, when I am able! 

https://prepareforchange.net/2018/10/06/robert-david-steele-talks-to-dave-of-x-22-report/    50 min. 

or https://youtu.be/wI6ZOLgM_0k  

 

 

 

ROGUE INTERVIEWS: W - "The Intelligence Insider" 
I received this link from a reader several days ago.  I did not listen to it, because I was given no reason to do so, I didn’t 

know either the interviewer or interviewee, and I had a long list of stuff I needed to view.  Finally, today I listened, and 

this is HIGH ON MY LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS.  This guy W apparently claims to be an intelligence insider, and I won’t 

go into all of what he talked about, but here are a couple of them:  Kavanaugh was involved years ago with the coverup 

of the murder of Clinton Whitehouse lawyer and Hillary lover Vince Foster, who “committed suicide” by shooting 

himself twice in the back of the head.  Oh, and a year ago, his body was exhumed, and the ambulance with his body in a 

casket was hijacked, and his body was again stolen.  The interview does not go into all of that, but that is some 

background which might be useful for you with short memories. 

The other thing was a detailed summary of where Obama really came from, that he was NOT the child of the CIA source 

who raised him, nor was he the descendent of the CIA operatives who functioned as his grandparents.  It went into his 

schooling, and how the CIA provides special schooling and conditioning for the children of its operatives, such as Obama, 

Kavanaugh, and Christine Blasey-Ford.  WELL WORTH THE TIME TO VIEW THIS ONE. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2Yx338eSBA&feature=youtu.be  57 MIN 

 

 

Qanon October 6 - Are You Ready to be a Part of History?  
 

The fight over Judge Kavanaugh's confirmation was one for the history books. 

As will be the arrests that are coming. 

 

This post covers 4 days of complicated Q Anon posts.  He does a better job 

than I of putting the pieces together, so even if you have read what I posted, 

this is still a good idea for you to watch.  And pleasant, I think! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B-viTi8SZ_c  57 MIN 
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American Rebels Win “Battle Of Kavanaugh Hill” As Bloodied Democrat Forces 

Retreat And Regroup At November Plain 

Sorcha Faal writer compares the Kavanaugh affair to the first American Revolutionary War. 

http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index2677pl.htm  

 

2018 10 07 Connecting Consciousness - Simon Parkes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41QMVy5nKaA&feature=em-uploademail  1;12;24 

 

 

Vice President Mike Pence's Remarks on the Administration's Policy Towards China 
 

VP Pence was chosen to give this policy statement regarding the current conflict 

between China and the US.  I have posted this before, but it is a good piece of 

history to be aware of.  While the MSM are crying RUSSIA! RUSSIA! RUSSIA! to keep 

us from looking at the real source of conflict, this is POTUS, telling us thru VPOTUS, 

that the real rallying cry should be CHINA CHINA CHINA! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aeVrMniBjSc   43 min 

 

 

 

Need a job? Top pay. Don’t have to be an American citizen. 

UPDATE: Soros Elevator Activist and Illegal Alien Ana Maria Archila 

Made $178,071 in 2016 as a Far Left Activist  
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/10/update-soros-elevator-activist-and-illegal-alien-ana-maria-

archila-made-178071-in-2016-as-a-far-left-

activist/?omhide=true&utm_source=TGP+Communications&utm_campaign=8031a4d138-

EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_10_06&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_b3f16dae4d-8031a4d138-18623745 
 

 

The Line That Had POTUS Trump Telling The United Nations 

To Go To Hell… 

Posted on September 25, 2018 by DCWhispers  

Yes, President Trump really did say this and it sent visible shockwaves through the assembled U.N. audience as they 
sat listening to the president’s steely-eyed speech to them earlier today. It is a single line that is both so very powerful 
and important as it clearly contrasts the war between those who wish to save the United States against those who 
would see it devoured. 
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THIS is the reason Donald Trump was elected in 2016 and why the globalist elites despise him so much and are 
increasingly desperate to see his America-first agenda stopped. Despite all the powers aligned against him and 
America – President Trump is winning the war: 

“We will never surrender America’s sovereignty to an unelected, unaccountable, 

global bureaucracy. America is governed by Americans.” 

 

 

 

Wow!  Wonder what happened? Feinstein in 1994! 
Listen to the short video!! 

https://www.facebook.com/PresidentDonaldTrumpFanPage/videos/1970701786297238/ 
 

 

 

 

September 24 at 11:13 AM 

THE TRUTH ABOUT FEINSTEIN 

The US has entered into a contract with a real estate firm to sell 56 buildings that currently house U.S. Post Offices. 

All 56 were built, operated, and paid for by tax-paying American citizens. Now enjoy reading the rest: The 

government has decided it no longer needs these buildings, most of which are located on prime land in towns and 

cities across the country. 

https://www.facebook.com/PresidentDonaldTrumpFanPage/videos/1970701786297238/
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=2305677966113902&set=a.104013889613665&type=3&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARDOpnECPEdcbZJBcA9xDFpdxmHVW2g1dM3TTSIdJFnCSeZ_0r7u_6VDfgKybtrkzXug2XPzRCWxlilsNUHAcDeFO7mLVcn8EsNrPQyW7g9vcozizhVFyWwTdnoQIdQS_MnirTAh2TLiJqu7t0wyvvGq25QxtzjLPW0H7Kuko2OaMP5VVIV-&__tn__=H-R


The sale of these properties will fetch about$19 billion! 

A regular real estate commission will be paid to the company that was given the exclusive listing for handling the 

sales. That company is CRI and it belongs to a man named Richard Blum. 

Richard Blum is the husband of Senator Dianne Feinstein!(Most voters and many of the government people who 

approved the deal have not made the connection between the two because they have different last names). 

Senator Feinstein and her husband stand to make a fortune, estimated at between $950 million and $1.1 BILLION 

from these transactions! 

His company is the sole real estate agent on the sale! 

CRI will be making a minimum of 2% and as much as 6% commission on each and every sale. All of the properties 

that are being sold are all fully paid for. They were purchased with U.S. taxpayers’ dollars. 

The U.S.P.S. is allowed free and clear, tax exempt use. The only cost to keep them open is the cost to actually keep 

the doors open and the heat and lights on. The United States Postal Service doesn't even have to pay county 

property taxes on these subject properties. QUESTION? Would you put your house in foreclosure just because you 

couldn't afford to pay the electric bill? 

Well, the folks in Washington have given the Post Office the OK to do it! Worse yet, most of the net proceeds of the 

sales will go back to the U.S.P.S, an organization that is so poorly managed that they have lost $117 billion dollars in 

the past 10 years! 

No one in the mainstream media is even raising an eyebrow over the conflict of interest and on the possibility of 

corruption on the sale of billions of dollars worth of public assets. 

How does a U.S. Senator from San Francisco manage to get away with organizing and lobbying such a sweet deal ? 

Has our government become so elitist that they have no fear of oversight? 

It's no mere coincidence that these two public service crooks have different last names; a feeble attempt at 

avoiding transparency in these type of transactions. 

Pass this info on before it's pulled from the Internet. You can verify it on TruthorFiction and Snopes: 

http://www.truthorfiction.com/…/Blum-Post-Office-Sale-06101… 

http://www.snopes.com/politics/business/blum.asp 

If this doesn't upset you, don't complain about the corruption and the ineptness in D.C. 
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